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The 1998 Halloween Party will be during
regular training at the Fairgrounds, on
Thursday, October 29. Costume judging for
dogs and handlers will be from 7:50 to 8:10.
Prizes will be awarded for:
Dog & Handler Look-Alike
*
Best Dog & Handler Pair
(Like Batman & Robin)
*
Best Costume for Dog
*
Best Costume for Handler
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Brags & Thanks
From Helen Castellano

JENA & JESSE
Jena ran a perfect Open course to capture 1st place at
the Bernese Mountain Dog Club of America show on
September 19th. Jesse, not to be left out, captured a
2nd place in Novice, a 4th place in Novice Jumpers
then rounded out the exciting weekend by adding
another Jumpers leg on Sunday.

From Heather King

Thank you to Cindy Pakenas, Ed Herdes and Ingrid
H. for their help September 13 tracking event. It was
a great success and we had 5 dogs obtain their
Tracking Titles. I am trying to coordinate holding a
VST event in 1999 as well. The club got glowing
thanks from all who attended/participated. Thanks!!!

On Saturday, October 3rd at the Rand Park Agility
Show, Jena earned her third leg and Open Agility Title
- Title # 9 for Jena.

From Suzan Scott

Match Reminder
The final 1998 Fox Valley Dog Training Club correction match will be held Thursday, October 22. For
those of you who are into long range planning, the first two 1999 matches will probably be on January 21
and February 18. I'll send out a 1999 schedule when I find out more of the dates.
Suzan

From the Editor

Save a Tree!
... and save FVDTC some $$.
You can get your "Waggin' Tales" through e-mail.
Sign up by contacting Dave Lewis (630/897-4267
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Membership Report
From Judy Anderson

OCTOBER MEMBERSHIP REPORT
NEW MEMBERS

REINSTATMENT

Dick & Denise Berkhout
1324 Prairie Court
West Chicago, IL. 60185
630-293-2977
Dalmation & Rottweiler

Joyce Ann Krueger
N. Oketo Ave.
Chicago, IL. 60634
Flat-Coated Retriever
Golden Retriever
Border Collie

Jerry D'Aprile
400 W. Grantley
Elmhurst, IL. 60126
630-941-0756
Labrador Retrievers
Tina & Larry Simon
1914 Cambridge Dr.
St. Charles, IL. 60174
630-584-2930
Golden Retriever

PLEASE ADD THESE NAMES AND ADDRESSES TO YOU NEW MEMBERSHIP ROSTERS.
Judy Anderson
Membership Chairperson
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From Lisa Humm

"Baggage"

Baggage
(A Poem Dedicated to Rescue)
Now that I'm home, bathed, settled and fed
All nicely tucked into my new warm bed
I would like to open mybaggage
Lest I forget.
There is so much to carry so much to regret.
Hmm... Yes there it is, right on top
Let's unpack Loneliness, Heartache and Loss,
And there by my leash hides Fear and Shame.
As I look on these things I tried so hard to leave
I still have to unpack my baggage called Pain.
I loved them, the others, the ones who left me
But I wasn't good enough - for they didn't want me
Will you add to my baggage?
Will you help me unpack?
Or will you look at my things
And take me right back?
Do you have time to help me unpack?
To put away my baggage,
To never re-pack?
I pray that you do - I'm so tired you see,
But I do come with baggage
Will you still want me?

See Cheryl Lewis for details
(630) 897-4267 or dclewis@inil.com

(Permission granted to reproduce and reprint)

Condolences

Our sympathy goes out to Rick Cox who lost his lab Lacey on September 29th
after a short illness. She was the dog that he started with at Fox Valley. She
was retired from obedience after receiving a CD. Lacey would have been 11
years old this week. She was the second dog that they lost within 6 weeks.
We’ll miss a good old friend!
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From Carolyn Pearson

Membership Meeting
Membership Meeting Highlights
October 7, 1998
Meeting brought to order at 7:40 p.m.
Carolyn Pearson (Secretary) the September Meeting minutes were approved as published.
correspondence were read.

Several items of

Michelle Richter-Farrell (First Vice-President) nothing to report EXCEPT that Christian Storm Farrell was born
Saturday, September 19th. He weighed 8 lbs. 12 oz..
Cheryl Lewis (Director of Training) reported that the graduation is Tuesday, October 13th. The fifth and final Beginners
classes session for this year will begin on October 22nd. That day is also our final correction clinic for the year. The
puppy begins on October 29th.
Cheryl stated that she is still in need of the following instructors:
7:00
Beginners’
Advanced Beginners’

Primary Instructor
Assistant Instructor
Primary Instructor
Assistant Instructor

X
X
X

8:00
X
X

9:00

not
offered

The ring set-up for the next session will be similar to the trial ring set-up.
On October 29th, we will have a Halloween party. Instructors will be asked to encourage the students to participate in the
Parade of Costumes to be held between 7:50 and 8:10 p.m.. Anyone who would like to join in the festivities, may bring a
snack to share. The club will provide soda.
Will Short (Trial Chairperson) reported that the following assistance is still needed for our November 8th Obedience
Trial:
♦ A Grounds Chairperson - see or call Will Short
♦ Stewards - see or call Mike and Debbie Kovacevich or sign-up on poster board at training
♦ Ironing - help press the 12 steward-table tablecloths and awards-table tablecloths
♦ Kitchen - see or call Susan Yee
Will asked for the opinion of the club members present whether a heeldown should be held after the trial this year. It was
decided that there probably not be enough time and will not be held this year.
Will also announced that the stewards’ lunches will be paid for by the club. As last year, there will be a maximum
amount of $3.50, unless it is determined from Susan Yee that the food prices have increased. In order to alleviate the
problem encountered last year of stewards who were not able to eat, it was decided that Carolyn Pearson (Hospitality
Continued on Page 6
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Membership Meeting
food must be held for our stewards.
Taffy Wille (Trial Secretary) reported that as of today, we have received 224 entries, out of the allowable maximum of 272
entries. She stated that we are ahead of the amount received at the 1997 trial as of this same time. The trial’s closing date
is October 21st. Due to Jean Airey’s absence from the trial, a slight trophy change has occurred. This modification will be
announced in the judging program, per AKC regulations. Judy Anderson has volunteered to act as the "trial photographer"
during Jean’s absence.
Taffy announced that the following volunteers would be needed:
Day
Friday
Sunday

Date
October 23rd
October 25th

Time
Unknown
Unknown

Purpose
Catalog Proofreading
Envelope stuffing

Comments
Pizza will be provided.
Entry Acknowledgements

Once she has an idea of who can help and what time they're available, she'll contact the individuals for a firm time.
The deadline for placing catalog ads has passed - a total of $515 was collected for the ads.
Taffy extended thanks to Kay Weber for her alertness. Kay notified Taffy that the emergency vet we had listed in the
premium list was incorrect. It has been corrected in the judging program.
Club members who have volunteered to personally provide a trial trophy may give those trophies to Taffy Wille at training,
if Helen Castellano is not present.
Taffy reported that she has received AKC approval to amend the trial to be dedicated to the memory of Jim Benson.
Dave Lewis (Waggin' Tales Editor) announced that the next deadline is Monday, October 12, 1998, although Sunday
would be better. He also stated that if there are any club members who are not receiving their Waggin’ Tales in the
requested format (either e-mail or USPS mail), should see Dave or Judy Anderson. Judy Anderson uses the membership
database to create the mailing labels for the newsletter.
Advice for the Puppy in Your Life

VISITORS: Quickly determine which guest is afraid of
dogs. Charge across the room, barking loudly and leap
playfully on this person. If the human falls down on the floor
and starts crying, lick its face and
growl gently to show your concern.
BARKING: Because you are a dog, you are expected to
bark. So bark--- a lot. Your owners will be very happy to
hear you protecting their house. Especially late at night
while they are sleeping safely in their beds. There is no more
secure feeling for a human than to keep waking up in the

Peggy Sue Seehafer (Graduation Chairperson), reported
by Cheryl Lewis. Everything is set for the next
graduation on October 13th. The final graduation will be
Tuesday, December 22nd. More volunteers might be
needed, we could be offering as many as six beginners’
classes during the fifth session.
Judy Anderson (Membership Chairperson) reported that
the 1998/1999 rosters are available for pick-up. Any
rosters not picked up after next week, will be mailed with
the club members’ Waggin’ Tales. We currently have a
total of 161 members, without the three applications to be
presented at tonight’s meeting.
Continued on Page 7
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Membership Meeting

Judy read a list of three new membership
applications. Jerry D’Aprile was present at the
meeting. Taffy Wille made a motion to accept the
list as read. The motion was seconded by Will Short
and approved by all without any discussion.
Jerry stated that they
have
2
Labrador
Retrievers.
He has
recently retired, but
works part-time at a
dog groomers.
Tracey Mohr (Public
Education
Liaison),
nothing
to
report
EXCEPT that Spencer
Wilson Mohr was born
Monday, Sept. 28 at
high noon. He weighed
6 lbs. 7 oz and was
18.5
inches
long.
Everyone is doing
great.

(More) Puppy Advice

seminar conducted by the Beacon News had on "how to get
your material in our newspaper." Jean spoke to the
photographer who was there. He indicated that he thought
they would be interested in coming out to the club and doing
their own photographs of "all the dogs parading around."
Jean explained that there would only be a single dog at a time
doing something in a ring, but that they would be welcome to
come. Since the initial contact,
she has not heard from him (in
spite of a call to him the next
day).

THE ART OF SNIFFING: Humans like to be sniffed.
Everywhere. It is your duty, as the family dog, to
accommodate them.
HOLES: Rather than digging a BIG hole in the middle
of the yard and upsetting your human, dig a lot of smaller
holes all over the yard so they won't notice. If you
arrange a little pile of dirt on one side of each hole,
maybe they'll hink it's gophers. There are never enough
holes in the ground. Strive daily to do your part to help
correct this problem.

All the publicity has gone out
to local newspapers. If any
club member sees something in
print, they are encouraged to
save a copy for Jean.

Another mailing to vets and pet
shops is planned. Anyone
having any suggestions for
places to send to, please give
DOORS: The area directly in front of a door is always
them to Taffy Wille. In view
reserved for the family dog to sleep.
of the increased competition
from PetsMart, we will be
trying to emphasize some
things we do that they may not
Helen
Castellano
do. Jean also stated that she is
(Match Chairperson) reported that they are in need
willing
to
make
posters
with
phone
numbers on them if any
of stewards for the October 22nd match. She stated
club
member
knows
a
place
that
would
be willing and able to
that she is also in need of judges - Rick Cox
post them and is willing to take the poster there.
volunteered.
Helen also announced that Linda Benson has stated
that she will not be doing the match sign-up table in
1999. Anyone who wishes to volunteer for that
position should see Linda (for more information on
what the job entails) or Helen or Suzan Scott (Match
co-chairpeople). It was also suggested that the
instructors be reminded to ask their students for
correction clinic volunteers.

Nancy Pederson (Historian) asked that if any club members
sees something in print, please save a copy for Nancy
Pederson for the club scrapbook.
Joan Payne (Awards Dinner Chairperson) addressed the
published Award’s committee’s report for the suggested
changes. She stated that the more opinions that were
expressed, the more she found them to be different regardless of who was speaking. There were three areas

Jean Airey (Publicity), reported by Carolyn Pearson.
Continued on Page 8
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Membership Meeting
differed from the recommendations of the Board.

presenting it for general membership approval. Joan stated
that although the Award’s committee may not agree with the
Board’s recommendation, they would support the Board’s
recommendations.

Those three areas were:
♦ The type of recognition to be given to UKC
title earners
♦ The type of
award to be
Still More Puppy Advice
offered to
the
AKC
DINING ETIQUETTE: Always sit under the table at dinner,
especially when there are guests, so you can clean up any food
Agility title
that falls on the floor. It's also a good time to practice your
earners
sniffing.
♦ Who should
be listed in
HOUSEBREAKING: Housebreaking is very important to
the Annual
humans, so break as much of the house as possible.
Banquet’s
program
GOING FOR WALKS: Rules of the road: When out for a

As was published in the
Award’s committee report in
the September Waggin’
Tales, the type of award
offered to club members
earning an UKC title
differed between the Award
committee and the Board.
The recommendation made
by the Board (of offering an
engravable plaque) was
derived from several factors.
walk with your master or mistress, never go to the bathroom
Some of those factors are:
Before
those
on your own lawn.
♦ Cost - currently, the
differences
were
club is doing well,
COUCHES: It is perfectly permissible to lie on the new couch
discussed,
the
but let’s be a little
after all your humans have gone to bed.
initial discussion
cautious of overwas whether there
spending
PLAYING: If you lose your footing while chasing a ball or
were
enough
stick, use the flower bed to absorb your fall so you don't injure
♦
Interest Level members present to
yourself.
Allow for some time
approve
the
to get a better idea
recommended
CHASING CATS: When chasing cats, make sure you never-of how many club
changes to the
- quite--- catch them. It spoils all the fun.
members will be
awards.
It was
applying for UKC
decided after much
CHEWING: Make a contribution to the fashion industry.
awards
...Eat a shoe.
discussion, that in
♦
Start Small - It is
order to avoid
easier to upgrade
prolonging
the
A
poll
of the Board
situation any longer, the members present at the
members
present
resulted
in
the
following
decision, the
meeting was sufficient. It had been the hope of the
award
offered
for
UKC
title
earners
would
be
an
engravable
Award’s committee and the Board that this was to
plaque. The following Board members agreed to stay with
have been resolved at the beginning of the year,
the original recommendation: Judy Anderson, Cheryl Lewis,
rather than towards the end. After further discussion
Carolyn Pearson, Will Short and Taffy Wille. Cindy
between the Award’s committee, the Board members
Pakenas stated that she did not agreed with the original
and the club members, it was decided that the
Board’s recommendation.
Award’s
committee
should
make
the
recommendation. However, the Award’s committee
felt that the final recommendation must be Board

The next item discussed was the type of award to be offered
Continued on Page 9
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to the AKC Agility title earners, either a patch or a
certificate. Based on the information available at the
time, the Board recommended that a certificate be
offered. However, after the discussion of expenses,
it was decided that as long as the cost variation was
not unreasonable, either option should be offered to
the club members. The following Board members
agreed with the Award’s committee’s original
recommendation of offering a choice:
Judy
Anderson, Cheryl Lewis, Cindy Pakenas, Carolyn
Pearson, Will Short and Taffy Wille.

passed. Cindy stated that the test was very well run and that
Heather did a great job as the Tracking Secretary. Thanks to
Heather for another successful tracking test.
Monthly Dollar Bucket
…and the winner of $4.00 is Bill Clarke as drawn by new
club member, Jerry D’Aprile.
Old Business
none

Nancy Pederson made a motion to accept the
Award’s committee’s published recommendations
with the changes discussed at the meeting. Helen
Castellano seconded the motion. Without any
further discussion, the vote was as follows:
♦ Approved - All members present, except:
♦ Opposed - 1
♦ Abstentions - 0
It was decided that the discussion of who should be
listed in the Annual Banquet’s program did not have
to be addressed immediately. The Award’s
committee members and the Board members will
discuss it during the December Board meeting.

New Business
It was announced the Marietta Huber recently participated in
a European Agility competition. She was a member of the
small dog team, which earned a GOLD metal.
Congratulations!!!! to Marietta and her other team members.
The H.E.L.P (Homes for Endangered and Lost Pets)
organization has asked to borrow our equipment for their upcoming event at the Kane County Fairground. There were
no objections to loan our equipment to them.
A motion was made, seconded and approved to adjourn the
meeting at 9:22 p.m..

Heather King (Tracking Secretary), reported by
Cindy Pakenas. Five of the eight TD trackers

Got Something for Waggin' Tales?

Rent This Space !!!
If you have something you'd like to see in Waggin'
Tales, send the complete text and/or pictures to:
David Lewis
232 Mistwood Lane
North Aurora, IL 60542
(630) 897-4267
or
e-mail dclewis@inil.com

(please, no copyrighted material without permission)
I prefer plain-text e-mail, but e-mail attachments, floppy disks,
faxes, or (typewritten) paper are OK, too. Let me know if you
have questions or suggestions.
Articles may be edited for length and format. You're on your
own for grammar and spellnig.
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Regarding Awards

Awards Report
To the FVDTC members,
The following is the list of awards that are to be offered. This list was discussed at the October 7th Membership Meeting
and received the approval of the club members present. The only remaining item that needs further discussion between the
Award’s committee and the Board is the Title Recognition topic. That will be discussed at the December Board meeting.
For a complete report of the discussion, please refer to the October 7th Membership Meeting Highlights.
Obedience
The AKC and CKC awards will remain the same as last year.
Additionally, we will recognize obedience titles offered by other registries with a 5" x 7" plaque with room for additional
nameplates. Club members would also need to fulfill the other award requirements.
Tracking
In order to avoid duplication of awards for the same title and continue to honor the memory of Aldythe Comstock and Ruth
Anderson, some modifications have been made to the Tracking awards. The Award’s committee and the Board wishes to
insure both memorial awards are secure now and for the future.
Tracking Dog (TD) - the award will BE the Aldythe Comstock Memorial Award with selection from the list of awards or
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From Carolyn Pearson

I GOT MY RIGHTS !!
I GOT MY RIGHTS!!!!
(Yeah, but you keep forgetting RESPONSIBILITIES come along with them.)
By Dorie Crowe
MB-F, Inc. April, 1998 Newsletter
(reprinted with permission)
While conducting business in the office and away at shows we continually hear a phrase, with some variation, along
the lines of, "We have a right to expect….", or, "We have a right to have…."
Here are a few thoughts on this subject:
"We have a RIGHT to expect a decent show site."
Yes, you do. However, you also have the RESPONSIBILITY of helping take care of that show site.
Begin by parking where the club has designated. They have conferred with the site owners/managers, with their own
parking committees and they have drawn a plan that best utilizes the site under various conditions. Remember if the
grounds are torn up EVERYONE loses - the club may have to bear the burden of costly repairs and we may lose yet
another show site.
Keep your grooming areas clean during the day and leave it clean when you pack up to leave. When you move into a
site it’s been cleaned in anticipation of your being there; when you leave it should be as it was when you arrived. Next
time you attend a show look around in the areas that have been vacated in the building or under the tent…or look at
your own objectively during the day. That chalk comes out, dryers blow it all over the people passing by or into the
next set-up and it ends up floating across the site in a thin cloud or in a white pile on the floor which is then stepped in
and tracked all over the site. The scissors and clippers also come out and then hair begins to blow as well.
Those handy things called trash bags, brooms, dustpans, etc., are a big help and should be part of the equipment on
your rig or on your list of show supplies you take to each show. It’s a common courtesy to clean up after yourself - if
you drop something pick it up and throw it away in the proper receptacle; if you spill something, wipe it up - you know,
you might be the one who slips in it. If you throw bait halfway across the ring you should retrieve it at the end of your
class. The next exhibitor in the ring may not appreciate that his dog is constantly after that piece of bait you left in his
path.
This also extends to your dog. Just because Phideaux wants to lift his leg on something doesn’t mean he has to do so.
You control your dog’s actions. There are appropriate places to exercise your dogs. Trash containers on the indoor
floor of a site are not the appropriate place. Ring equipment is not the appropriate place. The club’s flowers in the ring
are not the appropriate place. Would you feel differently if it were your job to pick up, pack up or empty these items at
the end of the show? And, if your dog eliminates in the traffic aisles at indoor or outdoor shows, you should be
cleaning up after it - or, at the very least, calling for clean-up. Have a look around at outdoor shows. There are
children everywhere - walking AND sitting on the ground. Is this where you would want YOUR children? Is this what
you want to step in yourself?
"We have a RIGHT to expect good judging."
Yes, you do. However, you have the RESPONSIBILITY of breeding dogs to the Breed Standard and showing
what you believe to be your best stock.
When you enter you are asking for his/her opinion. And, in most cases it’s just a difference of opinion when you lose Continued on Page 12
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I GOT MY RIGHTS!!
and lose, you have no legitimate gripe. If you are an agent and your prime concern is collecting your fee when you
know the judge is not right for your dog, you have no legitimate gripe.
Under the present system AKC has for approving judges, they must have read the Breed Standard, taken a test,
attended seminars, had an interview and been observed judging. If you have observed a judge in the ring and you
do not like anything about that judge, isn’t it really a no-brainer? Just as you expect the show- giving club to do
some research on their panel; YOU have the responsibility of doing that same research.
"We have the RIGHT to expect fair treatment."
Yes, you do. However, you have the RESPONSIBILITY of treating everyone else in a fair manner - from the
gate attendant to the parking attendant to the novice who asks you a question, to the judge in your ring, to
the person in the ring standing next to you, etc.
That novice who comes to you at a show to get information or guidance should be given help that will point them in
the right direction. How many times have we heard someone say, after a question has been posed, "What a
novice!"? Well, folks, we were all novices at some point in our life in dogs. It’s up to us to get the best new talent we
can into the sport to insure its future. That novice is going to be breeding dogs one day - maybe your breed. That
novice may be a judge some day; may be a club member or a show chairman some day. What kind of information
do you want that person to have coming into the sport? What’s the impression of the sport you want to imprint on
them? If you want that person to become a constructive force in this sport, the time is NOW, when they ask you a
question.
And, don’t forget the show officials. They want to have the best show they can have; smooth running, with little or
no problems, where, at the end of the day, exhibitors can say they had a good time. Think before you go at them
yelling, screaming and threatening. Present your problem in a calm, clear, factual way. If there’s anything that can
be done to remedy the situation, they’ll be glad to do so. And, if they are in the middle of something, for example a
superintendent marking a catalog, try to wait until they finish the breed or get to a place they can comfortably stop.
Marking takes concentration - you wouldn’t want us to finish the wrong dog or not catch an incorrect marking now,
would you?
If you think the club’s got big problems at their show become a member of the club and offer solutions to those
problems. Help to make it better than ever. Most clubs work very hard and do their very best. Most clubs also
need and desperately want new members with constructive ideas who will WORK to help them have a better show
and help continue their charity work and community service. So get out there and be part of the solution to those
problems you find you encounter at shows.
"We have a RIGHT to bring our children along."
Yes, you do. However, you have the RESPONSIBILITY of looking after those children.
Discussions should take place with children before they come to a show on: the appropriate way of approaching a
dog (after getting the owner’s permission, of course); not putting fingers into crates of strange dogs; not putting their
faces into a strange dog’s face; not running through traffic aisles, leaping over ring equipment, jumping off bleacher
seats, etc.
We’re sure you’ve been in attendance at shows where it looked like the parents saw a sign that said "Dog Show," so
they dropped off their kids and said they’d be back later in the day to pick them up. You will be the first to be up in
arms if something does happen to your child as a result of someone else’s
Continued on Page 13
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I GOT MY RIGHTS!!
such a public event so they will not get harmed.
"We have the RIGHT to take our dog…."
Yes, you do. However, you have the RESPONSIBILITY of NOT having him/her in areas that are off limits.
If a hotel/motel does not want your dog in the room, it should not be in the room. And, if the place is kind enough to
allow dogs you should not be bathing it in the room or trimming it in the room. And Poopsie certainly should not be left
in the room unattended if it’s not in a crate. Even if the dog is a perfect lady or gentleman, remember hotel/motel
personnel come into rooms when you are not there for a myriad of reasons and they are not around show dogs all the
time. If Poopsie escapes from the room or "defends the territory" neither you nor the hotel/motel will be very happy.
If the motel or club has restricted dogs from being in certain areas, that DOES include your dog. When clubs do this it
is generally because their site has advised them this rule must be in effect - and it may have come into effect because
of the abuses of prior years.
Usually, restrictions include lobby areas or restrooms, areas under construction or remodeling, or areas not included as
part of the show site, which are pretty self- explanatory. Site managers/owners do not want urine stains and hair on
their fresh new carpeted lobby and they sure as heck don’t want dogs bathed in the restroom lavatories (nor do they
want dog food remnants clogging up the drains). And they don’t want dogs exercising in their nicely landscaped
walkways.
Generally, dog folks are a caring, rule-abiding group of people. The problem is that it only takes a couple of
inconsiderate people to give the whole dog show population a bad name or get us kicked out of another site or another
hotel/motel. Just a little thought and consideration would go such a long way in making ourselves and our canine

Classified Ads
Moving - New owner doesn’t want two homemade basement dog kennels. Each is 4’ x 8’ x 4’ high with sealed wooden floor. FREE
if you disassemble (We’ll help) and reassemble at your house. $15 each if you need us to deliver and put them together for you.
Must be gone by November 9.
Also for sale: Utility scent articles for medium dog - 21/2" ends with 4" dowel. Includes tongs and gloves. $25
Tracking harness - XL (German Shepherd size), some stakes, clips, gloves $15.
Call Joyce or Fred Scharringhausen at (630) 584-3542

Help Wanted
What
Match Stewards
Graduation Night Judges
Instructors
Trophy Sponsors
Trial Sponsors

When
Match Nights
October 13, December 22
Thursday Nights
Now
Now

Contact
Ingrid (630/232-6034)
Peggy Sue Seehafer (630/377-3025)
Cheryl Lewis (630/897-4267 / dclewis@inil.com)
Helen (630/761-0411)
Carolyn Pearson (630/231-5758)

Waggin' Tales
David Lewis
232 Mistwood Lane
North Aurora, IL 60542

October/NovemberCalendar

October

1
6
7
12

Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Monday

Regular Training
Regular Training
Membership Meeting
Waggin’ Tales Deadline

13
22

Tuesday
Thursday

Regular Training
Correction Clinic

November 4
5
8
12
17
24

Wednesday
Thursday
Sunday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday

Membership Meeting
Regular Training
Obedience Trial
Regular Training
Waggin’ Tales Deadline
Regular Training
Regular Training

